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physiology 874–6, 875
regulation of ions and fluid 476
sodium regulation 479–80
vitamin D metabolism 202, 202–4
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calcium intake and 442
high-dose vitamin C and 256
magnesium status and 468

kidney transplantation 880
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lactase deficiency 86, 1230–1
lactation 617–20
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humanitarian crises 1192, 1195
iron and 516–17
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lactoferrin 509–10, 700
lacto-ovo-vegetarian 648
lactose 84
in breast milk 617
intolerance 28, 86–7, 1230–1
lacto-vegetarian 648
lauric acid 119
laxative effect, dietary fiber 105–6
LCYB gene 1245, 1246
LDL see low-density lipoprotein lead 602
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allergenicity 1227
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leptin 1052
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folate biofortification 1239, 1240
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postprandial utilization 74, 75, 76
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leucoanthocyanidin dioxygenase/anthocyanidin synthase (LDOX/ANS) 1242
leucovorin 333
leukemia, retinoic acid therapy 172
leukotrienes
biosynthesis 138, 139
food allergy 1224
licorice extract, liver disease 899
life, origin of 475–6
lifestyle factors/modifications
behavioral approaches in obesity 1057–70
cardiovascular disease 786–9, 788
hypertension 723–7, 727, 788, 788–9
type 2 diabetes prevention 815–17
see also alcohol; physical activity; smoking
lignin 98
liking foods, vs wanting foods 1047
linamarin 556
LINE-1 methylation, nutritional influences 17
linkage analysis 4
linoleic acid (LA) 754
chemistry 119, 120
conjugated (CLA) 760–1
deficiency 139
dietary intake
age-related macular degeneration 965, 966
cardiovascular disease and 754–5, 756, 758–9
dry eye syndrome 970
immune function and 700
dietary sources 133
essential nature 132, 133
infant nutrition 631, 632
maternal intake 612
metabolism 136, 136, 755, 755
linoleic acid:α-linolenic acid ratio, dietary 133, 140
cardiovascular disease and 754–5, 756, 759–60
disease risk and 143

lipase
gastric 122
hepatic 126
lingual 122
pancreatic (triglyceride) 123, 152
lipids 118–31
absorption 122, 123–5
biosynthesis 135–8
blood
alcohol-related changes 918
carbohydrate intake and 94, 761–2
cardiovascular disease risk 749–50
carotenoid levels and 189
fatty acid intake and 141–2, 751–4
nicotinic acid/niacin and 300, 301
pantothenic acid and 384–5
trans fatty acids and 760–1
see also dyslipidemia

cellular roles 135
chemistry 118–22
dietary intake see fat (dietary), intake
dietary sources 133–5
digestion 122, 122–3
diabetes, parental nutrition 993–4, 996
mediators, novel 143–4
metabolism 125–8, 132–48
alcohol effects 916, 917–18
biotin deficiency 367
choline function 411
effects of dietary fiber 104
flavonoids and 425–6
gene–diet interactions 29–31
liver disease 893
transcriptome analysis 5
peroxidation, vitamin E actions 215, 216
transport 124, 125–8
see also fat (dietary); fatty acids; phospholipids;
triacylglycerols
lipid-based nutrient supplements (LNS) 1190, 1195, 1196
lipoic acid 369
lipoprotein(a) (Lp(a)) 127
lipoprotein lipase 126
lipoproteins 125, 125–8
atherogenesis 746, 747
carotenoid transport 189
vitamin E transport 220–1, 221
vitamin K transport 232
lipoxigenase (LOX) 138
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vitamin A storage 154
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blood pressure and 724–5
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insulin sensitivity and 734
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gene polymorphism 1258
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MAP-kinase, insulin signaling 736, 737
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type 1 diabetes 809–11
type 2 diabetes 819–21
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Alzheimer’s disease and 663
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diagnosis of cause 352–3
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thiamin-responsive 266, 267, 272
vitamin B12 deficiency 347, 349
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meibomian gland dysfunction 970
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toxicity 242
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food sources 242
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Mendelian randomization 31
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meta-analyses 1076–7
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metabolic syndrome 732–44
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dietary interventions 739–40
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metabolomics (metabonomics) 38–57
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multiple sclerosis (MS) 301
multivitamin supplements
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National Human Genome Research Institute (NHGRI) 29
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National Weight Control Registry 1063, 1065, 1065–6
natural disasters 1183
natural killer (NK) cells, zinc deficiency 528–9
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iron status 512
transient hypothyroidism 563
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vitamin K deficiency bleeding 241
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network analysis 9–10
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neural tube defects (NTDs)
choline status and 411–12
folate status and 331, 334–5, 336, 614
neurocytosis 1210
neurodegeneration with brain-iron accumulation-1 384
neurodegenerative disease
flavonoid intake and 427
niacin and 301–2
vitamin E and 224
neurodevelopment
iron deficiency and 516
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see also brain development
neurological disorders
B6 deficiency 349–50
biotin imbalances 367–8
choline supplements 412
copper deficiency 548
foodborne infections 1209, 1210
neurotoxic shellfish poisoning 1212
neutral detergent fiber technique 100
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New Zealand (NZ)
dietary guidelines 1125, 1126
nutrient reference values 1114, 1121
next-generation sequencing (shotgun sequencing) 1211
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niacin 293–306
age-related macular degeneration and 960
assessment of status 294–5
cataracts and 952, 953–4
deficiency 293–4, 297
alcoholism 921–2
disease and 300–3
food sources 295
requirements 295, 295–7
infants 625
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therapeutic use 294, 300, 768–9
serum levels 300
nicotinamide adenine dinucleotide see NAD
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nicotinamide mononucleotide phosphoribosyltransferase (NMNAT) 296, 296–7
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liver disease 900
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blood pressure and 727
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nitric oxide (NO)
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postprandial utilization 73–6, 74, 75
preformed amino acid, need for 72–3
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urinary metabolomics studies 48
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NMMRRP see National Nutrition Monitoring and Related Research Program
non-alcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD; fatty liver) 902
choline deficiency 412
mechanisms of development 903
non-alcoholic steatohepatitis (NASH) obesity and 902–3
vitamin E therapy 897, 903
non-communicable diseases, nutrition-related see chronic disease
non-starch polysaccharides (NSP) 85, 98–9
distribution in grain 98, 99
food sources 99
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